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Shapeandvibrationcontrol of a linear  exible structure bymeans of a new type of inertial slip-stick actuator are
investigated. A nonlinear model representing the interaction between the structure and a six-degree-of-freedom
Stewart platform system containing six actuators is derived, and closed-loop stability and performance of the
controlled systems are investigated. A linearized model is also derived for design purposes. Quasistatic alignment
of a payloadattached to the platformis solved simplybyusing a proportionalcontroller based on a linear kinematic
model. The stability of this controller is examined using a dynamicmodel of the complete system and is validated
experimentally by introducing random thermal elongations of several structural members. Vibration control is
solved using an H 1 loop-shaping controller and, although its performance is found to be less satisfactory than
desired, the nonlinearmodel gives good predictions of the performance and stability of the closed-loop system.
Introduction
O VER the last 20 years or so, there has been an increase in thenumber of optical structures being sent into orbit to perform
scienti c observations outside of Earth’s atmosphere. These struc-
tures, such as space telescopes and optical interferometers, have
been increasing in size, yet higher quality images are required.Dis-
turbances in the form of quasistatic thermal distortions or initial
structuraldeformationsreduce the achievable resolution,and vibra-
tions causedbymomentumwheels or thermal shock cause blurring.
The relative alignment of optical instruments must be maintained
over tens of meters despite these disturbances and, although in the
past these effectshavebeen controlledthroughpassivemeans,active
control is becomingnecessary to meet more stringentdemands.The
introduction into a structure of actuators and sensors connected via
closed-loopfeedbackcontrollers allows the physical characteristics
of the structure to be altered in a desirablemanner.
This paper describes a system that provides six-degree-of-
freedom (6DOF) alignment correction of a payloadmounted at the
tip of a  exible structure, subject to dynamic and quasistatic dis-
turbances, via a Stewart platform arrangement. The six legs of the
platform are formed by a new type of inertial slip-stick actuator.
Nonlinearities associated with the actuator are modeled, allowing
the interaction between the Stewart platform and the structure to be
described.Controllers capable of reducing quasistatic and dynamic
disturbances are designed, and their performance is assessed.
An advantageof the Stewart platformis that theminimumnumber
of actuatorsareused, i.e., six, to providemotion in 6DOFs (threemu-
tually perpendicular translationsand their correspondingrotations)
in a statically determinate con guration. This is one of the reasons
why Stewart platforms are widely used for robot manipulators and
 ight simulators, which was the original motivation behind their
design.1 The Stewart platformmodule can be attached to a  exible
structure to provide independent articulation between subsystems,
allowing correctionfor both quasistaticdisturbancesand vibrations.
Stewart platform systems have been proposed for both 6DOF vi-
bration control and shape control strategies.Geng and Haynes2 de-
veloped a multi-DOF (MDOF) Stewart platformarrangement using
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Terfenol-D Magnetostrictive actuators for vibration isolation and
control purposes.To circumvent the problems encountered in some
linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal controller designs, a ro-
bust adaptive  lter algorithmwas developed.A cubic con guration
was used to simplify the kinematics of the system. A similar iso-
lator, incorporating soft voice-coil actuators, was also examined.3
However, both systems were tested in rather idealized conditions,
connected to shaking tables rather than  exible structures.
Shape control systemsusing long-strokeactuatorshave also taken
advantage of the Stewart platform arrangement. Several sets of ac-
tuators can be arranged to form a variablegeometry truss providing
rigid-body articulation for use as space cranes and robot manipu-
lators. Tanaka and Hanahara4 have investigated the use of such an
arrangement to form a helical mast. The kinematics of eachmodule
are used incrementallyto establishthe positionof the tip of the mast.
The work presented in this paper aims to provide an intermedi-
ate solution that is able to correct for misalignment of a payload
in 6DOFs for both low-frequency vibrations and quasistatic dis-
turbances. A new type of long-stroke,high-resolutionactuator was
developed for performing these tasks. However, the behavior of
these actuators is inherently nonlinear, and this nonlinearity has to
be consideredwhen modeling the interactionbetween the actuators
and the rest of the structure.
Active Module Design
To be capableof controllingboth quasistatic and dynamic distur-
bances at the tip of a structure, the actuatorsmust be able to perform
large, slow changes in length, as well as more rapid, smaller am-
plitudemotions.An inertial slip-stick actuator, shown in Fig. 1, has
been developed to meet these requirements.5
The actuator consists of an inner sliding section held by friction
within an outer holder. For motion of the sliding section to occur, a
forcegreater than the frictionforcemust be applied.This is achieved
through the accelerationof an inertialmass connectedto the sliding
section via a piezoelectric element. By applying a discontinuous
voltage waveform to the piezoelectric element, large accelerations
of the inertial mass are caused, resulting in a periodic impulse force
being applied to the sliding section. This stick-slip motion of the
sliding section moves the actuator in a series of small steps, which
can be approximated as a linear motion if the actuator is driven at
high frequencies (2000 Hz). The actuator can achieve velocities of
up to 9 mm/s with maximum changes in length of 25 mm while
maintaining submicrometer resolution.
Figure 2 shows the measured velocity output/voltage input re-
lationship of an actuator, under various loads F . The voltage
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Fig. 1 Inertial stick-slip actuator.
Fig. 2 Actuator velocity-voltage relationship for different forces F.
Fig. 3 Flexible structure with ac-
tive module.
represents the amplitude of the input waveform, which is subse-
quently factored by a constant gain of 45. By  tting the experi-
mental data with two planes (one for positive velocities, one for
negative), an approximate expression for force in terms of velocityP± and voltage v is given by
F D a P± C bv C n (1)
where the coef cientsa, b, and n changedependingon the signof P±.
Six of these actuators are incorporated into a Stewart platform
arrangement (Fig. 3). The relationship between the 6DOF general-
ized displacementsy of the centroidof the platformand the changes
in length of the actuators ± can be expressed by a 6£ 6 Jacobian
matrix J:
y D J± (2)
In general, the entries in the Jacobianmatrix are nonlinear because
they are geometrydependent.However, assuming that platformmo-
tion remains small, i.e., ±¿ L , where L is the initial length of the
actuator, J becomes approximately constant because geometrical
changes are insignicant.
The activemodule formed by the actuatorscan be added to the tip
of a  exible structure to maintain alignment between the payload
mounted on top of the module and the base of the structure. This
may representa  exibleappendagecarryingan optical instrumentto
be kept in alignmentwith a collector on the body of the spacecraft.
Rigid-bodymotionof the spacecraftand  exibilityof theconnection
to the spacecraft have been ignored, but could be incorporated into
the model.
For the experimentalwork reportedin this paper, a fully deployed
pantographic deployable mast6 was chosen to represent a typical
 exible appendage. The complete system is shown in Fig. 3. The
mast is approximately1.5m tall, and the activemodule adds another
0.3 m to the height. The complete system has a fundamental natural
frequencyof approximately4Hz, correspondingto the  rst bending
mode. The  rst torsional mode occurs at approximately 20 Hz and
the second bending mode at 29 Hz. These modes are contained
within the proposed controller bandwidth.
It is assumed that the structure to be controlledcan be adequately
represented by a linear model (such as that given by  nite element
analysis) and that the nonlinearities of the system stem from the
actuators. Hence, the equation representing the dynamics of the
system is given by
M RxC D PxC Kx D C1 fu C C2 fdist (3)
whereM, D, and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices,
respectively,x is a vector of generalized displacements, fu is a vec-
tor of generalized control forces, and fdist is a vector of external
disturbance forces with corresponding in uence matrices C1 and
C2 . The following sections derive an expression for C1 fu in terms
of the actuator input v.
Simple Two-Degree-of-Freedom System
The approach to the derivation of the MDOF interaction model
is most easily understood through the example of a simple two-
degree-of-freedom(2DOF) systemwith a single actuator. The sys-
tem shown in Fig. 4a consists of two masses Ms and Mp , a spring
ks and damper ds mounted in parallel, and an actuator. The spring,
damper, and mass system associated with the mass Ms represents
a simple  exible structure with a single DOF xs , and the mass Mp
represents a payload with a single DOF xp .
The actuator is assumed to be a rigid element. Hence, xp can be
related to xs through the equation
x p D xs C ± (4)
where ± is the change in length of the actuatordue to a control input.
The system can be represented by the two subsystems shown in
Fig. 4b where F is the force in the actuator.The equationsof motion
for the two systems are given by Eq. (3) and Newton’s second law
of motion, respectively,
Ms Rxs C ds Pxs C ksxs D ¡F (5)
F D Mp. Rxs C R±/ (6)
To have voltage v as the control input to the system instead of force
F , one substitutes Eq. (1) into Eq. (5):
Rxs D .1=Ms/[¡ds Pxs ¡ ksxs ¡ a P± ¡ bv ¡ n] (7)
a) b)
Fig. 4 Dynamic system with 2DOFs.
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Similarly, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as
R±D [.1=Mp/C .1=Ms /][a P±C bvC n]C .1=Ms/[ds Pxs C ksxs ] (8)
Equations(7) and (8) arenow in termsof thedesiredactuatorinputv.
It ismore convenientto expresstheseequationsin a state-spaceform.
If the states are chosen to be Pxs , xs , P±, and ±, the state-space repre-
sentation of Eqs. (7) and (8) is given by
Rxs
Pxs
R±
P±
D
¡ ds
Ms
¡ ks
Ms
¡ a
Ms
0
1 0 0 0
ds
Ms
ks
Ms
a
Mp
C a
Ms
0
0 0 1 0
Pxs
xs
P±
±
C
¡ b
Ms
0
b
M p
C b
Ms
0
v C
¡ n
Ms
0
n
Mp
C n
Ms
0
(9)
The apparently redundant state ± is needed for the output equation
if displacement xp is required. This displacement is given by
xp D [0 1 0 1][ Pxs xs P± ±]T C [0]v (10)
The following section applies this approach to a more realistic
MDOF system.
Derivation of MDOF Nonlinear Model
The full nonlinear MDOF system is more dif cult to model be-
cause we are dealing with motion in all 6DOFs, which causes a
complex interaction between the six actuators. The individual ele-
ments of the active module are examined in detail to ascertain the
inertial forces caused by the actuator inputs.
The system is represented by Eq. (3). The left-hand side of the
equation is describedby a numericalmodel of the  exible structure,
completewith the activemodule. The aim of this section is to derive
an expression for C1 fu, on the right-hand side of the equation, in
terms of the set of control input voltages v. This represents the
inertial forces caused by rigid-body motion of the active module
due to motion of the actuators, i.e., forces due to the control inputs.
First, expressions are derived for the rigid-body accelerationsof
the elements of the active module, i.e., the centroid of the platform
and the six actuators.UsingNewton’s secondlaw, the inertial forces
are then calculated.
However, these forcesare expressed in terms of the actuator input
accelerations R±, whereas the requiredexpressionis in terms of input
voltages v. Hence, it is necessary to derive an expression for R±
in terms of v. This is done by  rst deriving an equation for the
forces in the actuators,F, due to the inertial forces on the top-half
of the activemodule. These inertial forces are causedby both rigid-
body and  exible-bodyaccelerations.Hence, an expressionforF in
terms of R± and Rx is derived.
The forcesF are also given by Eq. (1), and these two relationships
can be equated to produce an expression for R± in terms of P±, v, and
Rx. Substitution for the R± term in the equation for C1 fu can then
be made. This substitution is only valid if all of the actuators are
moving, i.e., all P±i 6D 0. If this is not the case, special expressionsare
obtained for the inertial forces in those actuators for which P±i D 0,
due to motion of the other actuators.
Finally,an expressionfor thecompletesystemis derived,basedon
Eq. (3), in termsofmodal parameters.This expressionis represented
in state-space form, using modal velocities and displacements and
actuator velocities and displacements as the states of the system,
with inputs v.
Forces due to Control Inputs
The total force at the centroidof each element of the module con-
sists of the inertial forces due to both rigid-body and  exible-body
motion.The  exible-bodyforcesare containedwithin the numerical
model of the completestructureon the left-handside of Eq. (3). The
rigid-bodyforcesare added to these forcesbyderivingan expression
for C1 fu on the right-hand side of the equation.
It is assumedthatthe referenceaxesof themoduleremainconstant
with respect to the global axes, i.e., the rotationof the module due to
 exible-bodymotionof the structureis neglected.Hence, the inertial
forces due to both rigid-bodymotion and  exible-bodymotion can
be superposed.The rigid-bodyinertial forcesof the module, derived
assuming the base of the module to be  xed in space, are added
to the  exible-body inertial forces at the centroid of the platform
(6DOF, corresponding to the three translations and three rotations)
and the centroids of each actuator (3DOF, corresponding to the
three translations). This simplifyingassumptionwill introducesome
inaccuraciesin the dynamicmodel of the system,whose effectswill
become apparent later on.
Starting from the rigid-bodyforcesat the centroidof the platform,
the 6DOF accelerations are related to the actuator input accelera-
tions via the Jacobianmatrix. Hence, usingNewton’s second law of
motion, the corresponding inertia forces are given by
fup D Mp Ry D MpJ R± (11)
where Mp is a matrix containing the relevant mass and centroidal
moments of inertia of the platform.
Next, the forces at the centroids of the actuators,due to the rigid-
body motions, are derived. Figure 5a shows that the mass of the
actuator is assumed to be concentrated at its centroid. Hence, its
moment of inertia is assumed to be zero. This assumption is not
believed to affect signi cantly the accuracy of the model.
The mass of the actuator can be separated into two massesms and
m f , corresponding to the mass of the sliding section and the  xed
part, respectively.The rigid-body accelerations Rxms of mass ms are
given by
Rxms D R¯.l C ±/eµ ¡ P¯2.l C ±/er C 2 P¯ P±eµ C R±er (12)
where er and eµ are unit vectors, R¯.l C ±/ is the Euler acceleration,P¯2.lC ±/ is the centripetal acceleration,2 P¯ P± is the Coriolis acceler-
ation, and R± is the relative acceleration of the mass with respect to
the origin. Note that eµ is perpendicular to the axis of the actuator
and in its current plane of motion.
Similarly, the accelerationof mass m f is given by
Rxmf D R¯leµ ¡ P¯2ler (13)
Fig. 5a Rigid-bodyaccelerations of
idealized actuator.
Fig. 5b Simpli ed rigid-body accelera-
tions of idealized actuator.
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Equations (12) and (13) can be simpli ed by assuming that the
change in length of the actuator is small compared with its length
and, hence, .l C ±/ ’ l and .L C ±/ ’ L. Also, P¯ and P± are small
and, hence, P¯2 ’ 0 and P¯ P±’ 0. Finally, assuming that the rotation
¯ is small, the substitution ¯ ’ "=.L C ±/’ "=L can be made and,
hence, R¯ ’ R"=L . Here, " is the component along eµ of the relative
displacementbetween the top and bottom joints of the actuator, see
Fig. 5b. It is a function of ±.
Therefore, Eqs. (12) and (13) can be reduced to
Rxms D .R"=L/leµ C R±er (14)
Rxmf D .R"=L/leµ (15)
Again, applying Newton’s second law, the local inertial forces fr
and fµ , corresponding to the axial and perpendicular accelerations
of the actuator, respectively, are given by
fr D ms R± (16)
fµ D .ms C m f /.R"=L/l (17)
Introducing the matrices H and Q to transform these local forces
into their components along the global axes, one obtains the global
forces fua applied to the centroids of the actuators cai :
fua D HT R"C QS R± (18)
where the matricesS andT are diagonalmatriceswith diagonalele-
mentsSiiDm si andTiiD .msi Cm fi /li=L i , respectively,for i D 1–6.
Substituting for R" gives
fua D [HTUJ C QS] R± (19)
The matrix U transforms the motion of the platform, RyD J R±, into
the corresponding R".
Hence, combining the results of Eqs. (19) and (11), the complete
expressionC1 fu for the general con guration in terms of R± is given
by
C1 fu D C1 HTUJ C QSMpJ
R± D C1W R± (20)
Forces in the Actuators
Equation (20) gives an expression for C1 fu in terms of input ac-
celerations R±. However, the desired inputs into the actuators are the
voltages v. Therefore, R± must be replaced by v, using the force–
velocity–voltage relationshipof Eq. (1). This can be done by estab-
lishing an expression for the forces in the actuators F in terms of
the accelerations Rx and R± and then replacingF by Eq. (1).
The axial forces F in the actuators are sought. These can be es-
tablished by equating external and internal forces .F Dma/ and
moments .M D IÁ/ for three axes. Hence, a set of six simultaneous
equations can be formed, with the six forces F as unknowns
P1 F D [P2.H QTUJ C QS/C P3MpJ] R± C P4 QM Rx (21)
where QTii Dmsi li=L i . The matrices P1; P2;P3, and P4 resolve the
forces along, or about, the appropriate axes. The matrix QM is a
diagonal matrix containing the relevant masses and mass moments
of inertia associatedwith the platform and the actuators.
Solving Eq. (21) for the actuator forces
F D QW R± C E Rx (22)
where
QW D P¡11 [P2.H QTUJ C QS/C P3MpJ] (23)
E D P¡11 P4 QM (24)
Substituting Eq. (1) for F, Eq. (22) can be rearranged into
R± D QW¡1[.¡a P± ¡ bv¡ n/¡ E Rx] (25)
where a and b are diagonal matrices containing scalars ai and bi
along their diagonals, respectively,whereas n is a vector of ni , for
i D 1–6.
Thus, Eq. (20) can be rewritten in terms of control inputs v and
actuator velocity outputs P±:
C1 fu D C1W QW¡1[.¡a P± ¡ bv¡ n/¡ E Rx] (26)
The substitution that leads to Eq. (25) is only valid when allP±i 6D 0. An actuator that is not moving . P±i D 0/ behaves as a passive
element and, hence, the force Fi depends on the outputs from all
of the other actuators as well as the  exible body motion of the
structure. It should be noted that it is possible that P±i D 0 even when
vi 6D 0 because there is a dead band where the input is insuf cient
to overcome forces resistingmotion of the actuator.
To establish values for all Fi , we must make the assumption that
when P±i D 0 then R±i D 0. Although this is untrue at the instant when
the actuator just stops moving, it is valid while the actuator remains
motionless. For the actuators that are in motion . P±i 6D 0/, Eq. (25)
is used to calculate the axial accelerations of the actuators. Using
these axial accelerations, the forces in all of the actuators can then
be calculated from Eq. (20). The problem can be formulated as
QW11 0
W21 ¡I
R± P± 6D 0
fu
D .¡a1
P± ¡ b1v¡ n1/¡ E1 Rx
0
(27)
where QW11 is obtained from the matrix QW by deleting the columns
and rows corresponding to P±i D 0. Similarly, W21 represents the
columns of matrixW correspondingto P±i 6D 0, and a1 , b1 , n1 , andE1
represent the rows of a, b, n, and E, respectively, corresponding toP±i 6D 0. The vector R± P± 6D 0 represents the actuator accelerationscorre-
sponding to actuators for which P± 6D 0. Hence, solving Eq. (27) for
fu, the equation for C1 fu becomes
C1 fu D C1W21 QW¡111 [.¡a1 P± ¡ b1v¡ n1/¡ E1 Rx] (28)
State-Space Representation
Substituting Eq. (28) into Eq. (3), the equation of motion for the
complete structure is given by
M RxC D PxC Kx
D C1W21 QW¡111 [.¡a1 P± ¡ b1v¡ n1/ ¡ E1 Rx] C C2 fdist (29)
It is more convenient to use modal approximations rather than the
global mass, damping, and stiffness matrices. Hence, Eq. (29) can
be altered via the modal transformation xD U ¹, where U is the
mass normalized eigenvectormatrix, to give
R¹C 2³! P¹ C !2¹ D U TC1W21 QW¡111
£ [.¡a1 P± ¡ b1v¡ n1/¡ E1 U R¹] C U TC2 fdist (30)
where ! is a diagonal matrix of natural frequencies and ³ is a
diagonalmatrix of damping factors.
These equationscanbe transformedinto the followingstate-space
form (see Ref. 7 for further details):
R¹
P¹
R±
P±
D
A1.¡2³!/ A1.¡!2/ A2a1 0
I 0 0 0
A3.2³!/ A3.!2/ A4a1 0
0 0 I 0
P¹
¹
P±
±
C
A2b1
0
A4b1
0
vC
A2n1
0
A4n1
0
(31)
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where
A1 D I C U TC1W21 QW¡111 E1 U
¡1
(32)
A2 D I C U TC1W21 QW¡111 E1 U
¡1 ¡U TC1W21 QW¡111 (33)
A3 D W¡1W21 QW¡111 E1 U T IC U TC1W21 QW¡111 E1 U
¡1
(34)
A4 D W¡1W21 QW¡111
£ IC E1 U T I C U TC1W21 QW¡111 E1 U
¡1
U TC1W21 QW¡111
(35)
Assuming that themeasuredoutputsy are the rotationsand displace-
ments of the centroidof the platform, the output expressionis given
by
y D [0 V U 0 J][ P¹ ¹ P± ±]T C [0]v (36)
where V extracts the relevant  exible-body displacements and ro-
tations for the platform centroid from the vector of generalizeddis-
placements.
These state equations can be implemented numerically in a dis-
cretized form. However, it must be noted that the values for ai , bi ,
and n i change depending on the direction of movement of each ac-
tuator, i.e., the sign of P±i . Therefore, for each cycleof the simulation,
it is necessaryestablish, iteratively,whether or not the input voltage
is great enough to overcome the internal forces in the actuator and,
thus, suf cient to initiateor continuemotion in the desireddirection.
Further implementation details can be found in Ref. 7.
Linearized Model
To apply relatively straightforward and well-developedmodern
linear control design techniques, a linear model of the system is de-
sirable.The nonlinear relationshipbetween actuator force, velocity,
and voltage is represented by Eq. (1). To linearize this relationship,
the effects of inertial forces on the actuators are ignored. Provided
the levels of excitationdue to force inputs remain low, this is an ac-
ceptable approximation. Hence, the actuator relationship can now
be representedby two straight lines, insteadof two planes, separated
by a dead band. The equation for each line is given by
vi D Qai P±i C Qni (37)
where QaD .a=b/ and QnD .n=a/. Thus, we can now produce a lin-
ear model with velocity P±i as the input. The voltage vi required to
produce the required velocity can be estimated, in a separate calcu-
lation, using Eq. (37), the coef cients of which will depend on the
sign of the velocity.
The modal equation of motion for the continuous system, with a
disturbance input, is given by
R¹ C 2³! P¹C !2¹ D U TC1W R± C U TC2 fdist (38)
By de ning a new state ´, we can produce a model with input P±,
where ´ is a linear combination of the system variables, given by
´ D P¹¡ U TC1W P± (39)
Hence, from Eq. (38), we get
P´ D ¡2³!´ ¡ 2³! U TC1W P± ¡ !2¹ C U TC2 fdist (40)
The equation of motion is now in terms of the states ´ and ¹, with
control inputs P± and disturbance input fdist. Thus, the model of the
system is given by
P´
P¹ D
¡2³! ¡!2
I 0
´
¹
C ¡2³! U
TC1W U TC2
U TC1W 0
P±
fdist
(41)
As for the nonlinear case, for the purposes of representing the dis-
placementand rotationoutputof the system,additionalstates±must
be added to the model:
y D [0 V U J]
´
¹
±
C [0 0]
P±
fdist
(42)
Quasistatic Control
The quasistaticcontrol problem involvescorrectionfor misalign-
ment of the active module platform while quasistatic disturbances
are applied to the  exible structure. The shape of the  exible struc-
ture itself is not altered by the control inputs, but the error between
the disturbed position of the module platform and the desired po-
sition is removed by the active module. The active module allows
correction for all 6DOFs. The aim is to design a controller that will
allow the correction of these disturbanceswithout exciting  exible
structural modes, resulting in instability.
Assuming the base of the module to be  xed, the relationship
between the positionerror of the platformy and the requiredchange
in length of the actuators ± is provided by the Jacobianmatrix
± D J¡1y (43)
However, this is only an approximation because the base of the
module moves, due to disturbances. It is only through the use of
feedback of the absolute position y that the position error can be
corrected for. Hence, using the relationship given by Eq. (43), a
simple proportional controller can be formed. A negative feedback
controllerthat relates thevelocityinputs P± proportionallyto the error
in the length of the actuators ± is desired:
P± D ¡Cp± D ¡CpJ¡1y (44)
where Cp is the diagonal gain matrix, to be chosen.
Because of the symmetry of both the module and the structure, it
is reasonable for the controllergain for all actuators to be the same.
Therefore, the diagonal gain matrix Cp can be replaced by a single
value cp . [Note that the equal gains chosen for the actuators are
weighted by J¡1 in Eq. (44) and, hence, do not correspond to equal
gains for all DOFs.] It is simple to show that a high-gain controller
will reject disturbances better than a low-gain controller.However,
because the controller is based entirely on a kinematic relationship,
with the  exible-body dynamics ignored, the system may become
unstable.
The controlinputs P± are, in reality,related to theactuatorpositions
± by both J¡1 and G.s/, the dynamics of the open-loop system.
Hence, the positionoutputof each actuator is coupled to the velocity
inputs of all six actuators and, therefore, a multi-input/multi-output
stabilityanalysis,such as the generalizedNyquist stability criterion,
is required.8 Thus, a plot of the characteristic loci of G.s/J¡1 for
the linear model shows that the system remains stable for controller
gains 0< cp < 6:2. For cp > 6:2, the systemmay become unstable.9
These conclusions have been veri ed by numerical simulations
based on the nonlinear model. Typical results are shown in Figs. 6
and 7 for controller gains of cp D 6 and 8. An initial offset in the
positionof the systemwas applied,and then the time responseof the
system was simulated, with the controller switched on after 0.5 s.
Only the  rst 4 s of the simulationare shown, as nothingunexpected
happened after that.
For cp D 6, the error reducesquickly in the initial stages, slowing
down as the error approaches zero. It is evident from Fig. 6 that,
although a small amount of vibration is introduced into the system,
it is insuf cient to cause instability.However, for a gain of cp D 8, as
shown in Fig. 7, the system clearly becomes unstable, as predicted.
Tests on the actual structurewere also performed.Figure 8 shows
the response for a controller gain of cp D 6. Comparing the simu-
lation to the measured results, for translational behavior the agree-
ment is remarkablyaccurate;however, the rotationsof the simulated
structure are faster than those of the real structure. It is believed that
this is an effect of having simpli ed the calculation of the inertia
forces, in the previous section titled “Forces due to Control Inputs.”
The (small) residual offsets are a result of using Eq. (1) to linearize
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Fig. 6 Simulated time response for closed-loop system with propor-
tional controller gain, cp = 6.
Fig. 7 Simulated time response for closed-loop system with propor-
tional controller gain, cp = 8.
Fig. 8 Measured time response for closed-loop system with propor-
tional controller gain, cp = 6.
the typical actuator response of Fig. 2. A controller gain of cp D 8
produced unstable behavior.7 Hence, the generalized Nyquist sta-
bility criterion appears to give a good estimate of the instability of
the systemwithout the need for complex nonlinear analysis.
To demonstrate the ability of the controller to maintain the posi-
tion of the platform despite the effects of quasistatic disturbances,
a number of tests were performed. The tests involved the compar-
ison of the open-loop and closed-loop response of the system to a
random disturbance input, achieved through the heating of various
structuralmembers. The open-loop time response for a disturbance
input is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 9, for each DOF. Displace-
ments greater than§1 mm and rotations of §0.001 rad occur. The
Fig. 9 Measured response to a quasistatic disturbance input.
y displacement and the corresponding rotation of the platform are
negligible because the input does not easily allow these motions.
To controlthedisturbances,theproportionalcontrollerwith a gain
of six was used, which allows good disturbance rejection without
causing instability. The closed-loop time response, for the same
random disturbance sequence, is shown by the solid line in Fig. 9.
The motion of the platform is kept within approximately§0.1 mm
and §0.00025 rad. This is typical of the measured results for all
disturbance inputs tested, even for larger amplitude disturbances.
Most of the measured response consists of sensor noise.
The precision with which the position of the platform may be
maintained is largely due to the accuracy of the linear variable-
voltage displacement transformer sensors, whose resolution was
approximately 0.1 mm. It seems reasonable, because the actuators
are designed to have a resolutionof the order of micrometers, that a
greaterprecisionwouldbe possibleif the sensornoiseand resolution
were improved.
Vibration Control
The vibration control problem involves the design of a controller
to counteractthe effectsof dynamicdisturbances.Controllerscan be
designedusingthe linearizedmodelof the systemas in thepreceding
section, but, because in vibration control the forces induced in the
actuators by the inertia of the platform may be signi cant, it is
essential to examine the stability of the controllers, as well as their
performance, through the use of the nonlinear simulation.
Initially an optimal LQG-Kalman  lter controller was designed
to reduce the effectof dynamicdisturbanceson thepayload.7;9 How-
ever, it was found that, to provide a reasonable stability margin, the
performance of the controller had to be compromised.
The Glover–McFarlane H1 loop-shaping design procedure10;11
is a simple method allowing performance and robust stability trade-
offs, with a guarantee of some degree of closed-loop stability. The
loop-shapingmethod uses a precompensator and/or a postcompen-
sator to shape the nominal open-loop system to give the desired
open-loop shape. A stabilizing controller is then synthesized by
minimizing the closed-loop gains from disturbances to the inputs
and outputs of the shaped system.
A controller was designed for the test system by trading off per-
formance and stability requirements.A reasonable stability margin
was allowed to take the effectsof nonlinearitiesinto account,and the
controller gain was monitored to prevent actuator saturation. Tests
were performedby applyinga constantsinusoidaldisturbanceinput
to the  exible structure,correspondingto the  rst natural frequency
of the system. The controllerwas switched on after 2 s. The closed-
loop time response plots for the nonlinear simulation are shown in
Fig. 10. A reduction by a factor of approximately two is estimated
for the in-plane displacements,with a greater reduction by a factor
of approximately eight for the correspondingrotational DOFs. The
y displacement and rotation show behavior caused by the actuator
nonlinearities.
The measured response, shown in Fig. 11, correspondswell with
the simulated response. The reduction in levels of vibration are
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Fig.10 Nonlinearsimulationof closed-looptimeresponse forH 1 loop-
shaping controller.
Fig. 11 Measured closed-loop time response forH 1 loop-shapingcon-
troller
similar to those estimated, and the system remains stable, despite
noise and uncertainties, although the performance is slightly less
than expected. A higher degree of control may be possible through
further design iterations.
Conclusions
A 6DOF system of actuators has been designed to control the
effectsof both largeamplitudequasistaticdisturbancesandvibration
disturbances.The actuatorsare arranged to form a Stewart platform,
which is attachedto the tip of a  exiblemast. To adequatelyperform
both functions using the same hardware, a new type of long-stroke
inertial slip-stickactuator is used.Nonlinear featuresof the actuator
have been assessed and modeled.
A nonlinearsystemof equationshas beendevelopedto predict the
performance and stabilityof the controlleddynamic system. This is
achieved through substitutionof an experimentallyderivedactuator
model into the equation of motion of the structure. A simpli ed
model has also beenderivedto allow theapplicationof linear control
theory.
Quasistatic control has been achieved simply by using a propor-
tional controller. Stability of the controller has been assessed using
the generalized Nyquist stability criterion. Simulations and mea-
surements have shown that this produces a good estimate of stable
regions. Disturbances of the order of millimeters have been con-
trolled to within 0.1 mm, which is the same order as the sensor
noise.
A vibration controller has been designed based on the linearized
dynamic model. The H1 loop-shaping procedure has been used
to design a simple controller, which minimizes the effect of distur-
banceson the inputand output,guaranteeingsomedegreeof stability
margin.Becauseof saturationlimits of the actuator,the performance
of the systemwas limited.However, results of the nonlinearsimula-
tion and the measured results correspond quite well, demonstrating
the validity of assumptionsmade to develop the nonlinearmodel.
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